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)ABSTRACT
Expert Systems have been extremely successful in intelligent manipulation of
information for solving complex problems in specific domajns. However,_- their data
handling capabilities are limited. On the other hand, database systems can efficiently
m~age large amounts of data but lack the -skill for intelligent processing which can
improve their performance.. Therefore, there is a clear interest in merging of these
two inherently different technologies. Various techniques to enhance expert systems
as well as database systems with each other's best features are presented. Coupling
of the two systems is explored in detail because of the advantage of using existing
. systems. A number of practical implementations are discussed. Finally, object
oriented database concepts are rt:?viewed together with instances of systems
...
employing this technique.
----------------r--:-·==--- .----
..
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cChapter It
introduction·
,
Expert systems--have proved to be the most promising product of advaIices-in
Artificial Intelligence. Their success owes chiefly to the benefit yielded from their
practical use in a wide variety of applications. The key feature of expert systems is
that they encapsulate 'expert knowledge' in a specific domain and can apply their
built-in reasoning capabilities based on expert knowledge on some data to solve
, complex problems in an efficient manner. On the other hand a database management
system is a piece of software used for developing applications which require access
to sharedin:fonnation and need to store, retrieve,protect and update large amounts
of data. DBMSs act as an interface between the user and the database and provide,
in the jargon of database systems, consistency control, recovery and concurrency
control and security and integrity control.
From the above it transpires that though both expert systems and DBMS operate on
. .
,. :. .. , , .
information and data their primary functionsand.struc~res·are inherently different.
In fact both lack the best features of theot~er. Expert systems have encountered
2
severe limitations to the expansion of their application scope owing to their restricted
- .
data management capabilities. LjJ<:ewise DBMS are constrained from improving their
performance due to alack of 'intelligent' .behavior.
Since the mid-1980s researchers in artificial intelligence and information processing
have acknowledged the potential benefits in merging of the two technologies. As
stated earlier, because of the vast differences in their underlying structures and
mechanisms, their is a fundamental incompatibility between expert and database
systems. However, much attention has been focussed on bringing them together as
it is now well understood that both are. mutually supportive and their integration
would help in maximizing the benefits both in the field of artificial intelligence and
database management.
This paper. seeks to examine the various approaches undertaken to integrate expert
systems and database systems to-date. The study reveals the' following broad
.. categories to which most techniques can be allocated:
1
1) Expert systems enhanced with database systems capabilities. These are
dealt with under su~-categories:
a) internal enhancement
b) loose coupling to'a database system
c) tight coupling toadatabasesystem-'
,/3
2) Database systems enhanced'with expert systems capabilities.
3) Knowledge based management systems.
The fIrst category pertains to the technique of improving the data management
capabilities of expert systems. This report will briefly. discuss the internal
enhancements before focussing on techniques to couple expert systems to external
database systems. Coupling techniques will be dealt with iIi considerable detail due
to their importance in this subject.
The second category revolves around imparting database systems a deductive
component by introducing into them 'intelligent behavior'. The discussion will be
restricted to a description of ,those techniques which incorporate expert systems
concepts into database systems for performance improvement. Other AI approaches
like natural language interfaces shall not be a subject ofdiscussion in this report.
The third approach of integrating' expert systems and database technologies.covered
in this paper would be concerned with knowledge b~sed management systems. The-·
concept would be elaborated in some detail. The basic idea in this approach is to
produce an integrated system which embraces both ES and database concepts. An
overview of an important strategy like the object oriented systems will be presented
'together with illus~tions of some practical impiementations;A coupling technique'
, .
... _.._--------~
4
involving an object oriented database will also be discussed in consonance with the
major thrust of this report.
5
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Chapter 2
Enhanced Expert Systems
Expert systems need some data to process when going through an execution run.
Typically, in a rule based system, this data is a collection of facts provided by the
user which are present in the working memory. If the expert system has a forward
chaining inferencing strategy the facts need to be present in the memory at execution
time. On the other hand, if a backward chaining strategy is adopted in the inference
mechanism the user is prompted to input the data continuously as and when fIred
rules need it. Since the size of the working memory is limited, it clearly puts a
restriction on the data handling capability of the expert systems. Thus' there is a deep
interest in enhancing thek data processing capacity.
'.
Various attempts at achieving this have been undertaken. Before we delve into the
fIeld of coup, in which "much work has been done we will touch upon the_
technique of internal enhancement of expert systems. At a very primitive.leyel au
.dataiskeptinSi.d~die corefll ad"hh6data'strUctUresand. cillifa J remeva.rand~updatec, c--"~--~ ...
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are achieved through application specific r~>utines. For a generalized management
strategy within the expert systems, they are provided a facility for han.clllng large,
amounts of data through access to external fIles. For this application independent,
external fIle management techniques are needed. Depending upon the variety of facts
in the database and the multiplicity of use, datil management facilities like 'views"
might be needed. However, this entails a huge overh€ad.Such~ystems-end up with
a large amount of code for-implementing standard DBMS and deductive capabilities
even though some efficiency can be achieved by using storage strategies like B-trees
and hashing. Also, considering the potential manifold improvement in expert systems
perfonnance if existing expert· systems and database systems are integrated, some
major research thrusts have focussed on coupling independent existing systems..
Expert systems implemented in' a logic progJ!U11ming language like Prolog yield
. ,
particularly well to coupling with relational data DBMS because of the similar
theoretical foundations. This is significant because relational databases are now a
standafd in the database industry because of simple implementation and operation.
concepts. The approach also reduces the effort involved which could be far greater
. . - ., ..
in any scheme aimed at developing an 'expert database system' froUlthe scratch.. We
. fIrst take a detailed look at one method of integrating expert syst~ms with database
systems namely, loose coupling. Choice of this or other confIgura~ons depends upon
the volume of data to be handled, its volatility andpioteetion '~d s~ut1ty· ...
.,-' . .
-J
... requirements;
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2.1 Loose Coupling
,In this technique an existing expert systems establishes a communication channel
with al.arge external database. Both keep their own functionality and interact through
a well defmed interface. One system knows very little about the operation of the
other except for what is specified in the interface. Furthermore, very minor changes
are made to existing systems after coupling. This is the most attractive feature ofthi~
technique as it helps save the ordeal of duplicating the database systems specifically
for the expert syst~m ~pplication. In general terms, data is downloaded from the
database to the-expert~ system as a snapshot prior to execution of theexpensystem.
I
This step is repeatedly performed to gather new snapshots of data.' It is also known
as the 'compiled approach' and is based on two distinct phases [2]. The expert
system fIrst executes an.d generates queries for the DBMS which processes them and
delivers the result to ES [11]. The expert system then carries out its 'own processing
~ri~the 'rel!:i-eved chunkof information. This seqn~ce is repeatedlypeiformedin a. , \
loose couplingseheme.' .,;
._"..,f::::.)'
, '
distinct identities. A large number of them either use Prolog to access a relational ,
'" 1,1'" ....
databasesys~em. or provide 3p..mterfac~.b~tween an ES shell and a relational DBMS,
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\2.1.1 Prolog Based--ImplementiltioiiS -
Such an arrangement can be imple~ented in a Prolog environment which is a highly
developed language based on fIrst order logic and used extensively in building expert
'r
systems. Prolog has a built-in internal database where a collection of facts
pertaining to a specifIc domain can reside~ The inference engine communicates with
this fact base to solve problems thus emulating 'expert' behavior. Relational
databases can be represented particularly well in Prolog as a, list of all ;instantiated
predicates corresponding to relation tuples. In addition, Prolog has operators and
methods of rule construction which lend it the ability to implement 'views' and
represent queries [11].
When a Prolog based ES is loosely coupled to an external database , queries are
transformed into straight database queries. Through a download link to the- dataoase '
system, a section of the database is e~tracted and transferred to the ES_ database. The
syst~m should know in advance whicnportion of the database is required for
extraction. Usually a superset of the actually required data isextracted by this
technique. This does introduce an element of redundancy. The superset, of the
extracted database should not be l~ger than the internal expett-system database [11].
~. , ' .
..
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A problem which arises in integrating Prolog and a relational database as above is "
the phenomenon of 'impedance mismatch' . Prolog processes data tuple at-a-time due
to its unification feature whereas relational databases operate on large chunks of data
like tables or process data set-at-a-tilile. Vaiioussolutions to overcomefhismismatch
have been proposed [13].
A loose coupling link is normally established by providing some data access
commands specific to the expert system shell and the DBMS. For instance, facilities
might be provided for opening and writing individual recor~s to and from dBase or
Oracle D~MS. An alternative approach is to'build a SQL interface with theES shell.
SQL is now a standard interface to most relational DBMS and can be used by an ES
to communicate with the DBMS by generating queries like any user would. Actual
imp~mentation is a subject of much research and could be done by embedding SQL
statements in the ES language. This hybrid is run thrqugh apre-compiler which sorts
out the SQLcode:andiitexecutiontimeretrieved data is placectinside program
\
variables [2]. The iinpectance mismatch iss~e crops up here and is taken care of by
using a poititer pointing to a specific record inside the table from where it can be
retrieved. The pointer is .then reset to pointto the next record. We now take a look
at an example implementation of the abo~e technique and will'discuss certain aspects
in detail.
'2.1.2 Quintus- Prolog interface to Oracle and SunUnify
\
11
\
I,
Napheys and Herkime! [16] state the -salient features of a Prolog based loose
•
coupling to (J. DBMS:
1) The ability to backtrack through predicates mapped to DBMS
relations. __ .~ 4 ~~ ~ ~_ ... !: _ ._~ _
2)
3)
4)
5)
The ability to retrieve sets of tuples or records from the database in
--~-- ------ ----------
response to a Prolog predicate call.
The ability to take advantage of DBMS's aggregation operator.
,
The capability to connect to multiple databases at the same time and
to make-use of the indexing schemes of the DBMS.
The ability to declare, insert, delete and !1pdate tuples in DBMS
relations from within Prolog. Otherwisenonnalized databases cannot
be accessed, implying extra storage and checking on updates.
6) The ability to defme or delete relations in DBMS from Pr{)log and to
.-
retrieve_datadictionary._infonnatioRJmm P~Q.1Qg.__
G
. ~ .
Two com~ercial pr?ducts w1p.ch support ~he above features are Quintus and BIM.
Quintus intgfaces with SunufY and O~cle DBMSs whereas BIM connects to
------- .INGRES, SunUnifyand a few others. Since most relational DBMSs cannot work
.with complex data objects, such as Prolog structures, one must store rules as strings
,/ '" .
\
. . ': . '
Of large atoms. Tlrls. introducesan. overhead of retrieving rules from the database_to'.
-- .. . -, ..
convert them into Prolog structures.
----- - ---
12 -- l
2.1.3 Loose Coupling of KAUS with Existing RDBMS
Knowledge Acquisition and Utilization System[KAUS] is a logic based system which
when adapted,to loose coilpling with a relational database system, generates an
a target relational database language like SQL, evaluated and the response sent back
to KAUS: A flexible feature of the particular technique used is its adaptability to
various RDMBSs. practical implementations with Unify and dBaseill system have
been demonstrated.
KAUS is a multi-layer logic based knowledge processing system. It has 'set-
theocratic formalisms' for knowledge. representation and possesses three processing
_ systems:
1) language processor
q' 2) inference processor
3) database,processor
.... '.
,...
The database pr?cessor produces the mtermediate code whic~ is pf.ocessed by the
.'.~ . ~se.,~amauchi~d Ohsuga [2~] list t~e fo~r types of kilOwledge data wbichthe
~ . ... . ' ""'. - - -_. '_ .. ...~,_._L:.. ..
. KAUS knowledge base]scomposecl of:' /' "
1)
":', ': ~,
An "isa' structure ~fdata objects representing object.li1~raIchi.es.
- "
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2) A 'part-whole' structure of objects representing object component
hierarchies.
3) Rule sand facts expressed in logical formula.
4) Internal relational database.
The approach used to couple it with a DBMS is also applicable to other intelligent
systems like a Prolog based expert systems. For this purpose, the formulators of the
approach under discussion propo~ to represent in the knowledge base, conceptual
schema of the database, view defInitions and formulas defIning the insert, delete and "
"update operations. 'The KAUS must know the relation schemes of the relations
dermed in the RDBMS. This is essential for" linkage to the external database. Upon
,
being given a query, KAUS generates the intermediate language which is translat~
into-the-target-database language; The intermediate language has been so designed
that it-can be·used with various database:langua:-ge~.-As -stated previously, one such
language is SQL. The translation is achieVed by,fIrst generating a 'parse tree' of the
inteimediate language. The parse tree contains items by which arguments of SQL
clauses like SELECT, FROM, WHERE etc. can be identified. The variables in the
parse tree are converted into SQL terms using an identification table of variables and
fIeld..names. KAUSalso supports translation into:~he dBaseID system language.
"", ._~ .".~'.. "
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L-:-
The technique of using an intennediate language for coupling' serves well in
- overcoming the inherent conflicts in logic based and lmowledge based systems and
::;..
the problems in their integration.
2.1.4 Stream Processing in' Loose Coupling
The impedance mismatch between expert systems and database systems is the most -
fundamental-problem encountered in their irttegrntion. In·a.DBMS the entire.query
is processed in one go. In an expert system a tuple of data is processed at a time by
the inference engine. Since there isa primary difference in the inner workings of the
,
two systems, strategies have beendeveloped to overcome this mismatch for coupling
(
purposes.
Integration through streain processing is Q!le. such effort. The difference in data
processing models of the ESand DBMS is resolved forcing an ES, or for that .
, .
matter, any AI system~anda DB~S 81to the common model of stream processing.
In AI the'stream processing paradigm uses an ordered sequence of data items on
which operations can be perfonned to obtain different mappings of data streams. The'
stream model is also considered to be a better representation of the relational model
which is useful in developing the query processing model ill databases.
15
,:)
As stated,~earlier, a stream is just an ordered sequence of data items, like a list. A
basic ,difference be~een stream processing and common list processing is that the.
former,includes the conceptof'lazy evaluation' of data elements. Tirismeans that
data elements are produced by operators ouly ~n demand in an incremental fashion.
Any AI system which supports_stream-processing can be loosely coupled to a DBMS
in which data can fit the stream representation. One example of this strategy is the
"Tangram'project at University of California at Los Angeles wIllCh couples a DBMS
and Prolog with the DBMS yielding a steady stream of data in response to a query.
The stream is -evaluated'lazily'-oythe- Prolog systein using the-stream processing-
paradigm.
Lazy evaluation implies fetching one tuple at a time but it can be increased to more
than one to improve efficiency. Also, this technique supports retrieval of only the
-needed-fields from tuples. This help;nNercome redundancy.
This strategy is superior to traditional ES-DBMS couplings which provide tuple at-a-
time access afUie expense of bulkquery-processmg power ofthe DBMS. Itallows
the logic based system access to the database without the need to store it in the
working memory, thus providing the best performance aspects of both the expert and
database systems [18].
U-r-
16
7
)2.1.5 Caching
Cachin~t~~hniques can significantly improve data retrieval perfotmance ofloosely
coupled scheme: The reVieved data is stored in a cache much like any other cachin~
arrangement. This obviously entails keeping a check on how frequently-a-predicate- .. - '-.---
is used and what data items it uses.' Performance can become poor if the Prolog
database gets very large and virtual memory thrashing is introduced [16].
, ,
Sheth, Arfiit P. [20rprovides a glimpse of a strategy for a cached based architecture
...,
"
in paper presented to IEEE Data Engineering Conference, 1989. The focus is on
, .
providing efficient access to a large remote database by an ~ application on a
remote workstation. The cache is used to improve access by integrating an i,nference
engine and a remote DBMS.
The main functions of the cache are as follows:
1) interfacing with the inference engine.
2) ',interfacing with the remote DBMS.
3) managing the cache of database objects.
4) planning and executing queries~
17
)Caching helps reduce communication overhead between the two systems while·
retrieving data. The need to .recompute frequently needed data is also eliminated.
Performing some operations in the cache IS more efficient than performing them in
.-
the DBMS or the inference engine. For instance database operations on data in cache
, can be used for different queries, increasing data reusability. Moreover, parallel sub;'
queries on the cache and DBMS are also possible.
2.2 Tight Coupling
In a tight coup1IDg configuration the database system acts as an extension of the
-/
expert system. Instead of being retrieved in snapshots data is retrieved as and when
required by the expert system. For instu!ce, a Prolog rule can possess a loop to
sequentially scan a database for data retrieval. A link to a DB~S through a SQL
interface using SQL
c
SELECT, DELETE and UPDATE commands can also be
employed to achieve such-tight coupling [2]. However, this arrangement cap. lead to
a severe slowing down of the system performance.
Tight coupling of an ES to database systems can be realized through a
communication channel between the two systems. Proper management of this
channel is the key element of such an architecture [11]. The database system is
regarded as mternal to the ES with the potential of efficient performance. Therejs
.c_ -a transparent interface but ·little flexibilityJoruseby.other systems.
18
/
Tight coupling becomes a necessity where a dynamic interface is required between
the ES and the database system. That is to say, a large number of different portions
of the database are required to be accessed at different times to enable the ES to
execute. These requirements would be difficult to predict so chunks of retrieved data
would not serve the purpose. Any environment where the database is frequently
updated like a banking or a ticketing database would also require tIght coupling for
reliable results [11].
Interactions between the expert system and the DBMS can take place at any moment.
The ES can act as being an intelligent user of a-large database whereas the DBMS
can also employ ES functions for more 'intelligent' processing. This approach,
however faces the difficulty that the number of query calls to the DBMS might be
extremely high. For example, in a Prolog based ES each Prologgoal would need a
- .
DBMS call. Also, certain goals like recursivegoalsare-not-translatable directly into--
database queries. This can be overcome by executing database calls in a group rather
than individually. Use of depth-fIrst reasoning and breadth-fIrst database call
execution in a Prolog environment instead of pure depth-fIrst approach is also
proposed [3].
Various_techniques have been suggested for tight coupling. Jarke and Vassiliou [11]
-base a tightly coupled-architecture of an-expert-system on use-of an~ES which-
19
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--·-~--·-----··--"---~··---gatliers--data retrieval requests while simulating the inference mechanism of the
expert system. The gathered data is then processed in the internal database of
PrOlog..We now proceed to take (llook ata tight ~oupling technique in some detail.
2.f .l LDL Based Tight Coupling
LDL-Logic Data Language is one attempt to achieve tight coupling between a
knowledge based system and a database system. The language has been developed
with a view to overcome the semantic mismatch which exists between logic based
and database systems. Thus the conflict between the 'procedural programming
paradigm' of ES and the 'declarative programming paradigm' of DBMS is resolved.
Also, the tuple oriented computation of one system is matched with the set oriented
computation of the other. This further facilitates overall query optimiZation' in the
integrated system.
Whereas Prolog is not strictly a declarative language as the progranimer can control
the execution of the program, LDL is entirely based on the declarative paradigm.
Therefore, it can be used to get results without resorting to the procedural steps
involved which is taken care ofby the system itself. Such behavior squares up prett~
well with database systems as they, too, use declarative query languages. LDL
supports a data model which includes 'atoms; complex objects, liSts and sets of
objects'. The'role specification order and ptedicates:order-iIl"the nIles -do "nofliave
21
an influence over the results like in Prolog. This is achieved usingeompilation
methods. These are employed to analyze and transfonn a rule set as a whole before
query evaluation in contrast to the interpretive approach of loose coupling. LDL
. ,/
produces optimized queries to the database. The retrieved data is composed of all
elements which satisfy the query and'is received as a set. If, however, straight
queries are sent to the database whenever an ES rule predicate needs to be satisfied,
a sequence of queries, a tuple at-a-time will result leading to a severe slow down in
system perfonnance.
LDL uses a bottom-up evaluation for queries. It starts from th~ stored base da41,
(
processes through the rule bodies to the heads until no new results are obtained in '
the head corresponding to the "query. This ensures that data is retrieved from !the
database set-at-a-time instead of one. tuple in a top-down approach [23]. Another:
tight coupling implementation involving an object oriented databasewill be discussed
in Chapter 4 as it is felt it belongs more there than it does here.
We now review a couple of examples of ES and database system integration which
do not fit precisely into loose or tight coupling categorization but are important as
implementations of the coupling techniques.
22
/The impedance mismatch encountercif in-coupling has been discussed elsewhere in
this write-up. Some techniques to resolve this issue have also been describ~. BrAid
is an approach to the integration of the -two systems which addresses this problem
in a broader perspective. Specifically, it attempts to -deal with the differences in
representation schemes of the two systems. Query generation in ES and query
processing in DBMS are sought to be matched as well as the inference strategy of
the ES and the data processing technique of DBMS. Since the nature of impedance
...
mismatch is a fun~tion of the interpretation-compiled range the technique developed
also has a wider applicability as it can be used to interface-databasesw'ith-infereIlce
engines which vary in the degree of compilation. Thus it represents an improvement
in the standard coupling approach.
In a fully interpretive system data requests are made 0Jle wple at-a-time. At the other
end of the spectrum the fully compiled system compiles the query into a single large
DBMS request for a segment of data which cOl!stitutes all solutions to the AI query.
BrAid provides integration at several pomts between the two extremes.
In integration ofDBMSs and-Prolog based systems the tuple-at-a-time/single solution
versus set-at-a-time/all solutions conflict is resolved by asserting results into Prolog's
internal database or by use of buffering. To avoid repeated queries on predicates
. ' .
. sysfeltican-lfe tisedas'describediifaprevious example. However, Hils puts a liniit
on the data which can be reused especially when partial compilation is allowed.
BrAid increases' the reusability of cached data through its additional processing and
m.ore general 'subsumption' algorithm. It resolves the single solution versus all
solutions conflict through the use of lazy evaluation of cached data much like
Tangram's use of stream processing. However, in those cases where queries cannot
be solved through cached data lazy evaluation is not possible.
. .
---Systems using the completely compiled approach-do-not-face the· tuple-at-a-time-and-----------
set-at-a-time mismatch. But queries generated in'such a systems are quite complex
. f
involving recursion, iteration and complex data structures. Such 'data access
programs' are not manageable by the DBMS query processing system, BrAid uses
second-order templates and specialized operators to reduce this problem. In addition, .
this system provides advice~YJ.he AI system for better cache management and query
execution planning [21].
2-.4-Fuzzy Expert Database Systems
Fuzzy concepts have substantial applicability in expert sy~tems reasoning
mechanisms. Since there is an acknowledged need to integrate ES and DBMS, a
technique which incorporates fuzzy concepts in the integration process has been
developed. The method is used in particular to couple an existing expert_system
24
·shell;Z-11, with a DBMS called Rdb. Z-ll is a"fuZzy expert system bili1diilg~{)61
/'
which facilitates the development of rule based consultation systenis. The system
makes use oftl!e_d(ij:abase in_two major ways. It searches the database when a fact
is required and handles fuzzy data which can be directly stored in the database. Or,
it can retrieve jnformation according to requests from the :as, handling fuzzy
linguistic queries in the process.
The expert knowledge in the shell is expressed in the form of rules. An objectis the
basic unit in the knowledge base with certain properties gathered through
knowledge engineering. The inference mechanism is bases on backward chaining.
During an execution run Z-11 looks up the coupled database for object values and ~
<;'
if none are found, prompts the user. Data is acquired from the database only when
needed, establishing a dynamic integration between the ES and the database system
leading to a form of tight coupling.
An interface is provided to establish the link. It supports a fuzzy database query
language for retrieving information from the database. The fuzzy query from the ES
~ - ~.
is translated in to a database query language and the retrieved data is process~for
fuzzy conditions. The technique has found useful practical applications [14].
2.5- Merits and Demerits of Coupling Techniques
25
In loose coupling the rule base of the~xpert system is memory resident. This
introduces ,the possibility of a,corrupted rule base if the application rilaJ.<:es·any
changes to it which ~e not explicitly saved and the rule base updated accordingly.
/
Moreover, concurrent sharing of the rule base is not possible' as changes made by
one user are not visible to others.
The major problem in these schemes relates to the problem of data inconsistency.
Any snapshot extracted from the database, whether cached or residing in main
memory, might be out-dated if .changes are made in the database pertaining to the
. r
retrieved chunk. This is quite a possibility as the ES can take considerable time to
perform an inference function during which time the database can be updated. This
can be overcome by ruIining database extractions inside a transaction and letting it
run until the inference has executed. Such locking of updates to database objects will
lead to impainnent of performance [22]: Hence, if the ES is loosely coupled with
database system which is dynamically changing during processing, problems are sure
to arise.
Also, loose coupling interfaces provide very limited support to. applications in
matching up the highly divergent methods of data representation in ES and DBMS
e.g. frames vs the relational- model. It is usually upto the application developer to
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In cases where a lat;ge fact base needs to be brought into the ~emory, poor
performance can occur due to the sheer size of the wQrk space required.
,
Nevertheless, as discussed before, loose' 'coupling configuration has a major
advantage inasmuch existing database and expert systems can be combined'
effectively through a simple interface. Further, loosely coupled configurations are
portable to other systems, too;\
Tight coupling provides a more powerful and efficient interface in this regard. In
applications where data is frequently updated tight coupling is almost a necessity.
Existing DBMS and e~pert systems can be exploited as well as technological
. . .
developments which occur in them. Poor performance of loose coupling IS improved
by increasing the interface functionality and enhancing the ES or the DBMS [21].
However, as shown tight coupling is morediftkh~vo realize than a loose coupling
arrangement and portability is much less.
2.6 Architectural Strategies in~oullJ.ing.
Jarke and Vassiliou [11] list three broad techniques for integrated ES-DBMS
architectures. Firstly, a distributed approach. is briefly described. ES and DBMS
interact through message passing with independeIll control and processing: This
scheme has the benefit of allowing transportation to other systems without
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each other introducing possible -redundancy, inconsistencies andjpcompatibility . in
-_ ...• _._--_._-'- ---------- ._--
representation and processing techniques.
-
The second possible set-up could be where one or the other system assumes a more
dominant role i.e. a DBMS or an ES dominant system. This scheme assists
applications which concentrate on um-directional interaction. There is more
flexibility and varied distribution of labor but at the expense of transportability to
other systems:
Lastly, an independent supervisor system can be constructed which controls the
interfacing and interaction between the ES and DBMS. However, a potential
drawback to be overcome is the duplication of capabilities existing in the ES and
DBMS.
- ".~-~--:,-:c,._'.""'"""..n>:"1..:":"':~-"::",:""':';:''::~~~J':':'.:'~'7~_~'"\''I~' '-'......
. .. .-., .. , ' ... ", "-'
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Chapter 3
Enhanced Database Systems
Database systems tend to be less wide. They have a large population of facts with
a relatively small variability, unlike Expert Systems internal databases which tend -:\
to be less deep and more wide. Even though sophisticated mechanisms and
techniques have evolved over the years for better management of large databases,
it is generally recognized that there are tremendous gains to be realized in the
integration of ES technology with database systems. In the previous chapters we
have focused on tychniques regarding expanding the applicability of ES to large
external databases. We now take a look at how database systems can benefit from
incorporation of ES concepts and techniques.
Conventional database systems provide access to users through a high level query
language. Alth<\>ugh, powerful-operations can be performed on the database with such
a language, it has been demonstrated,that e~ancem~~t wit~}eaSoEWgc:ap~bilities
of the AI would enable us to perform more complex operations on the database and
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fonnulate queries more concisely and" flexibly. Also, improvement in'read/write
,transactions and enforcemeht of better integrity and consistency constraints can be
\.
obtained.
Use of rule based technology is employed with great benefit in query optimization.
All DBMSs need to evaluate a submitted query and then identify an efficient method
to execute it. A deductive component can use a set of meta rules or a heuristic to
achieve this. Semantic query processing and optimization of multiple queries are well
supported by ES rules [11]. In general, .enhanced databases can also be classified
under the broad categories defmed for enhanced expert systems .like internal
enhancements and loose and tight coupling. However, we take a slightly different
angle to discuss this topic to'escape a certain degree of repetition. and also to bring
database architecture using various enhancements techniques under sharper focus.
There are-several possible ways of integrating an 'intelligent' or 'expert' component
to a DBMS. Such DBMS's are called deductive DBMS. Inductive routines can be
embedded inside the DBMS· which act just as another feature of the DBMS. This
approach is important from our standpoint and will be covered at some length in this
chapter. Also, the deductive element can be kept outside the DBMS to act as an
interface between it and the user program or application. Queries are communicated
tlIt:Qugh thisillterface before beWgpJoc~s~ed. The u§er gets a resPOl1~e~directlyfrom,,,,
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the DBMS. A naturallangu~ge interface for fIltering queries to th~ DBMS is a case
...inpomt•.Thirdly,an interactioacimbe-established-~sing~a-communiGation-Ghann~l-----
between the user and DBM~ through the deductive element [2].
'I
Such enhancements can increase efficiency and functionality of the DBMS. Increased
efficiency is characterized by techniques like semantic query optimization. Natural
language interfaces to the DBMS, multiple user interface etc. represent enhanced
.
functionality.
3.1 Embedding
Beynon-Davies [2] p~ovides a good illustration of the embedding technique with the
POSTGRES project developed at University of California, Bill'-keley a~ a successor
to the lNGRES database system. POSTGRES is an extension to the relational
structure of JNGRES and much of its capability derives from employment· of
POSTQUEL, a query language incorporating rule like mechanisms. A POSTQUEL
command can be transformed into a rule by preftxing it with keywords like 'always',
'never' or 'once' [22].
e.g.
Rule 1
ALWAYS REPLACE employees (Salary = E.Salary)
FROM.e IN employee
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WHE:R:E e.name = "PaulIt aJJ.d e.name = ItJohn"
Rule 2
ALWAYS REPLACE employees (Salary = E.Salary)-·~
FROMe IN employee
WHERE e.name = "Paul lt and e.name = ItDavidIt
Collection of such rules ~an interact in POSTGRES. If 'early evaluation' is used, a
forward'chaining behavior is produced. If 'late evaluation' is employed, backward
chaining is simulated. Paul's salary request will lead to a query for John's salary
which will result in a call for David's salary [2]. Controlling the execution sequence.
of rules in such a rule base is also possible with regard to efficient .e*ecution.
Embedding entails improved and efficient access to the database. There are it number .
of otber advantages in embedding an ES shell within a relational DBMS- Le. all data
pertaining to the shell is stor~ in the relational tables. This makes accessing the
DBMS a straight forward task. The ES can benefit from such a structure. Relational
DBMSs are popular because of their portability. Placing a shell inside an RDBMS
makes the shell portable, too. Updating of the rule base.in the shell is aided by the
view mechanism of a query language like SQL. Recovery procedures of the DBMS
can also be exploited in event of a system crash~On the other hand, DBMS can
express integrity constraints as rules in the.ES [5].
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EXtension of a relational database by' inclucJlng a production rule facility has been
achieved by making the rules set-orient¢ Le. rules are triggered by sets of changes
to the database. This synthesizes pretty well with the set-oriented relational
databases.
<-
As an alternative to the above approach, database technology is used to implement
a production rule language the query language and SQL is reference within the
production rule framework. This tool is called Relational Production Language [7].
The main part of an expert system are individually modelled on the syntax of-the
relational data model. The working memory is based on the relational database and
the. knowledge base on the set of production rules for referencing SQL statements.
The inference mechanism for controlling execution of SQL statements is forward
chaining based. In' such an architecture, the left'hand side of the production rules is
made up of SQL queries and the right hand side of fIle maintenance commands i.e.
INSERT, UPDATE etc. It has the advantage that the production system can access
any database supporting a SQL interface. Also, access to data is possible from within
an expert system written in RPL via the query language. Moreover, the ES
inferencing capability enriches the database system J25]. However, huge I/O
overhead is a problem leading toa slow down of performance. This occurs because
of the need to keep the working memory of expert system inside the main memory.
For large databases this causes intensive I/O.
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3.2 A Rule Based Relational Database System
It has been demonstrated that infonnation can be stored in a relational databasi---m
the fonn of rules and data items where the rules pertain to the associated knowledge
.--in-the database.-TIus constitutes a homogeneous approacliToextenOlJ:ieiliitabase
capabilities to exhibit intelligent behavior. Both facts and rules have the same
representation and manipulation schemes i.e. rules and data can be entered, deleted,
updated and queried as in a standard database system. Such an approach also
supports recursive and transitive closure queries. A brief overview of such a system
developed in the Prolog environment is given below.
The storage, retrieval and proper application of rules are a key consid{1ration in an
architecture composed of both rules and facts. In this particular app~oach, rules are
. treated much like relations. Clearly, this technique goes well with a relational
database. The niles are embedded as instances of a particular relation. For example:
1)
2)
Ancestor(A,B) :- Parent(A,B).
Ancestor(A,B) :- Parent(A,C), Ancestor(C,B).
Both rules above have two parts: a head and a body. The head of the rule can be
tenned as a single element while the body is a list of elements. Since the rules are
represented as instances insertion, deletion and update of rules can be perfonned
much like on data in a dynamic manner at run time. Also, procedures to enforce
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certain constraints on.update and delete operations can be perfonned to maintain the
correct state of the syste~. The builtin inference mechahism is responsible for
extracting the proper rule and executing it. Execution of the -rules means execution
--------_.__.- ---- - -- -- - - -- ---~~~~
of the predicates in the body of the rules which might be instantiated with stored
facts or heads of other rules. The stored facts' are retrieved through building a query
call [19].
<1
-- -----_._------------- - -------------_._._----_._----------~- --_._,.
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r--CHapter ~--
Object Oriented Databases
In the foregoing chapters we reviewed various approaches to improve the efficiency
andfu~ctionality of expert and database syste~s. We now move over to an arel
- which is called Ktlowledge Based Management Systems by some-researchers. They
are so called because they represent ideas and concepts of both the AI and database
systems ,world. Object oriented database systems are one facet of KBMS. They will
form the subject of discussion here as they are the most promising development in
integrated AI-Database systems research and hold-the potential to overtake relational
databases as the predominant approach _of information representation in the 1990's
[17].
,
Object oriented_databases have proved to be valuable where the relational appro~ch
experiences shortcomings, like in handling recursive queries, semantic knowledge
and complex objects. The basic idea in 00 technique which has originated from 00
, - '?>'
- programming concepts is that the user should not have to deal with data structures
as records and tuples and instead should _work with objects and their relationships
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which are a truer representation of the actual world. That is, the usyrshould be
I .. .
spared the details of, for trIstance, inserting a tuple into a relation in an RDB along
with all the related'entries. Instead the user should just create a new object which
-
----- ~-
would inherit all the properties and relationships of similar existing objects [6].
(.
.This not only aids in effective representation of infonnation but also enhances the
manipulative power of the database. As larger amounts of infonnation about a
domain is stored in a relational database system, more and more relations are needed
with the data becoming scattered among many relations. This makes manipulation
operations difficult. The 00 approach overcomes this prob.lem b~ establishing a
-direct communication between the real domain and its database .objects, thus
realizing a closer approximation to the compleXities of real objects i? the system. It .
does simplify a few problems but might create new ones. Some early prototypes
have tended to be too slow and large. In addition, adequate support for a multi-level
environment is required as well as effective interface to procedural languages for
efficient implementation of operations. These issues are a subject of active research
in this area.
Representation of information in frames is a powerful way of implementing the
object oriented technique. A relation of an RDB can be considered a primitive
frame. A rel3:tion s~ply defmes a slotwhich can be instantiated to provi4e records.
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", Also, inheritance can be achieved by creating a new relatiomtl table from the 'join'
of two existing tables. Frames can,' however, be seen as a higher order relational
system with multi level inheritance whereas the relational mod~l has at most a two
level inheritance [2].
The 00 technique shifts the focus from the traditional top-down action oriented
"approach to entities on which functions are performed. These entities or objects with
similar characteristics are grouped into 'classes' " In turn, the classes are organized
in an inheritance hierarchy defIning interrelationship among the classes. One can
construe a class as an abstract data type on which generic operations can be
performed. Object oriented, DBSs differ from 00 programming languages, in as
much '. the objects are persistent ill databases whereas in programs 'they last only.
during the execution stage [8].'
new way to look at database systems. Enhancements of existing systems through
coupling or embedding with ES concepts is discarded in favor of the radically
different object oriented paradigm. We now take a look at some practical
implementations.
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Vbase is a commercial objecCbnell,ted database system -runnkg-iii Unix arid VMs
.environments. Its salient feature is that it is based on two different languages. TDL,
a block structured declarative language· is used for data defInition and specifying
relationships and semantics of data objects. COP, an extension in the object oriented
mould of C, is employed for object manipulation. This separation of the defInition
and implementation schema is useful since in database systems data defInition is
separate from manipulation or method implementation and is done at design phase
with a few subsequent modifIcations. In. the 00 confIguration;-TDL is used for
defIning schema as well as concrete data objects. This is possible beca~se data
schema are essentially like data objects. Such a facility would be difficult to provide
in non object oriented set-ups.
Since SQL is extremely popular in database systems enviro,nnents, Vbase has an
implementation of. the language called Object SQL. This. variation is syntactically
close to the traditional SQ~ but can produce more infonnation because of the
hierarchical relationships among objects. A spin off dfusing SQL in the pbjects
-
setting is' that complex queries can be formulated with multiple join conditions and
sub:'queries unlike in relation tables [9]. However, Object SQL cannot belinked with
application programs [10].
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This particular implementation of 00 concepts is based on one language called
OPAL which is a modification of the well known 00 languageSmalltalk-80. It
--- -- - -
provides uniformity in· data defInition ana manipulation operations as there is no
impedance mismatch regarding information exchange between structurally different
languages. Operations on objects are invoked via messages . An interface to
application languages like C and Pascal is also provided. As far as database queries
are concerned, OPAL employs a method implementation of SELECT, FROM~ and
WHERE clauses. This provides query capability with set objects analogous to record
in relational databases [10].
,-
4.3 Tight Coupling of Orion to Proteus ES Shell
Orion is a prototype database based on the object oriented paradigm. All entities are
modelled as objects whose behavior is encapsulated in attributes and methods. Like
other 00 systems, operations are performed through methods and similar objects are
grouped together in classes. Attributes and methods for classes are inherited by their
sub-classes. The system is based on Common Lisp. What makes Orion worth a .
scrutiny as an 00 database is its integration with Proteus expert system shell.
Proteus is also implemented in Collltnon Lisp and the 00 data model of Orion is
compatible with the data model of Proteus. These two· features ha,,-e greatly
. facilitated tight coupling of the two systems. Such integration has helped Proteus to
__ ~~~ ~~__~ ~ ~ AU- -- -~, - --- ----
do away with initialization arid 10adiIig of the knowl~gebase for each session.
Interaction with Orion provides transaction management to make·objects persistent,
sharable and recoverable.
As stated',-the data models in Proteus and Orion are neit identical. One instance of
it is that the former uses the 00 metaclass concept whereas Orion does not. The
developers of the coupled system overcame this mismatch by implementing the
Proteus user defmed schema as a class sub":hierarchy of the Orion user defmed
schema. Apart from this, the two have common models [1].
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